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The Emergence of International Justice as Coercive Diplomacy: Challenges and Prospects

By Adam M. Smith

Emboldened by the fall of autocrats on their eastern and western borders, Libyan citizens began a revolt against Muammar Qaddafi’s forty-two-year rule in early February 2011. Brutal reprisals faced the movement. Within days of the first clashes, individual States and the international community commenced a brief period of increasingly forceful diplomacy to pressure Qaddafi to change course.

Unilateral actions were the centerpiece of these initial efforts – individual statements of concern from States were followed by some calling for Libya’s removal from international institutions such as the United Nations Human Rights Council. One State, Switzerland, froze all the regime’s assets within its jurisdiction.

On February 26, 2011, the UN Security Council’s Resolution 1970 added multilateral measures to these unilateral instruments. Among other actions, the resolution invoked Article 13(b) of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and referred the situation in Libya to the ICC for potential action. This was not the first time the Security Council had referred a matter to the Court. In 2005, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1593 which referred the Darfur situation. Resolution 1970, however, was the first time a referral had been made in a resolution that simultaneously ordered the imposition of other sanctions, including an arms embargo, a travel ban and asset freeze for senior leaders. These longstanding mainstays of diplomatic pressure are leading instruments of “coercive diplomacy” – a term which refers to the various coercive means, short of significant physical force, that States deploy to compel other States to act. By invoking Article 13(b) alongside these traditional tools of coercion, and
deploying the ICC referral in support of the same stated goals, Resolution 1970 confirmed what had been implicit in Resolution 1593: ICC referrals have become tools of coercive diplomacy.

A core objective of coercive diplomacy is to “avert war, or…serious military escalation, and…accelerate diplomatic progress on an issue.” In this regard, Resolution 1970 proved unsuccessful. Violence against civilians intensified and little progress was made toward a diplomatic solution. Less than a month later, on March 19, 2011, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1973 which, in authorizing “all necessary means” to protect civilians, called for military intervention with the hope that force could achieve what diplomacy could not.

A similar outcome was seen in the wake of the Darfur referral. Here too, in the weeks, months, and years following the referral, the situation remained perilous, the death toll unrelenting, and a diplomatic resolution wanting.

Responsibility for the failures of Resolutions 1593 and 1970 to stem violence and resolve the crises cannot be placed on the ICC referrals alone. All aspects of diplomacy failed to achieve the objectives. However, this chapter will argue that the referrals did not help the cause. As tools of coercive diplomacy, ICC referrals are at best ineffective and at worst injurious to achieving diplomatic goals.

This chapter will explore referrals though the lens of international relations theory and history and explain why they make for flawed tools of coercive diplomacy. In short, referrals are fundamentally different from their ostensible brethren such as economic sanctions and travel bans. Despite this, it is likely that States will continue to deploy the ICC as a tool of coercive diplomacy; the chapter will therefore conclude with an assessment of whether there are ways to use the threat of prosecution – international or otherwise – in support of diplomatic objectives.
Coercive Diplomacy: A Primer

If diplomacy is the art of States furthering their interests on the global stage, then “coercive diplomacy” refers to the diplomatic strategies States undertake when their interests are opposed by other States. While such diplomacy, in this sense, has existed as long as States have interacted, modern coercive diplomacy – practiced since World War II and even more so since the end of the Cold War – refers to an increasingly sophisticated set of non-military instruments deployed unilaterally and multilaterally to extract change in “target States’” behavior. The tools of coercive diplomacy are varied but they share a core feature: the change in behavior coercers seek is furthered by threats of pain, and in many cases, the actual imposition of pain.7

Modern coercive diplomacy includes a spectrum of actions promising different sorts of pain. One of the oldest tools of coercion involves diplomatic consequences. Elements in this regard include the “strongly worded demarche,”8 the withdrawal of ambassadors, and the breaking of diplomatic relations. More recent additions to these diplomatic consequences include votes against targets in multilateral fora such as development banks,9 the passage of condemning resolutions by international organizations, and the expulsion of targets from such organizations. A follow-on diplomatic consequence is the implicit or explicit branding of a recalcitrant state as a “pariah.” Economic consequences are a second group of coercive measures, the most enduring version of which are broad-based, “comprehensive” sanctions against States, including trade prohibitions10 and arms embargoes. A final set of tools is of more recent vintage; while it was once thought that sanctions imposed by foreign powers and international organizations could only be placed on States themselves, and not on individuals or entities within States,11 since the Cold War “smart,” individually-targeted prohibitions have been
added to the toolbox. Such instruments include travel bans and financial sanctions that focus solely on noncompliant entities (persons and institutions) rather than countries as a whole.

No matter which tool is used, the prospects of success for any instance of coercion simplifies to a common-sensical calculation: if a target State assesses that the net benefits it can obtain by resisting coercion are greater than the net costs it believes will arise from complying, coercive diplomacy will fail. To be successful, practitioners of coercive diplomacy must deploy tools that impact the calculus of target States by calibrating coercive measures such that the cost of resistance becomes unacceptable.

Making an assessment of the correct level and type of coercion relies on a nuanced appreciation of the psychology, history, politics, and economics of target States. The importance of these dynamic factors means that the calculation described above rarely manifests itself. Indeed, successful examples of its application are hard to find. It is noteworthy that in the case of the United States – one of the world’s most fervent practitioners of coercive diplomacy – economic sanctions, a central instrument of coercive diplomacy, were deployed prior to armed conflict in nearly two-thirds of the military engagements the U.S. waged between 1950 and 2000. Coercive diplomacy evidently did not forestall military action.

Paradoxically, coercive diplomacy’s seeming lack of success helps explain why innovations in coercive tools, such as ICC referrals, are so alluring. Coercive diplomacy provides the potential for significant benefits (achieving important State objectives) without the expense and risk of military engagement. Though some have bemoaned that policymakers have been “beguiled” by coercive diplomacy’s promise of “big gains with minimal costs,” in an era of soft budgets and war-weary citizenries the attractiveness of coercive instruments will remain.
The potential gain from finding that elusive suite of tools that will work is too great for diplomats not to try – and continue trying – any instruments of coercive diplomacy that emerge.

Despite its lackluster record, coercive diplomacy has played a role in some notable achievements. President John Kennedy used various coercive instruments to defuse the Cuban Missile Crisis. Successes have also been claimed by some scholars with respect to aspects of the 1990s Balkan wars (where, inter alia, at various points in the conflict Serb leader Slobodan Milosevic was compelled to withdraw forces and accept military observers) and in Haiti in 1994 (where an elected government was restored). A more recent success ironically concerns Libya; in 2003, coercive diplomacy was largely responsible for Tripoli abandoning its nuclear and chemical weapons program, renouncing its support for terrorism, and settling liabilities from its involvement with terrorism.

The Makings of Successful Coercive Diplomacy

Though varied, successful instances of coercive diplomacy have shared five inter-related characteristics. First, the goals of the coercive exercise have been clearly stated and realistic. Second, the target State believed that the threat of punishment was credible. Third, the target State had limited ability to mitigate pain caused by the coercive tools. Fourth, the coercive strategies included credible inducements for compliance. And, fifth, both the diplomatic objective and the coercive tools employed enjoyed widespread international support.

Traditional coercive tools – diplomatic consequences, limitations on international travel, and broad and targeted sanctions – can all be deployed in line with these criteria. Referral to the ICC has a much more uncertain relationship with these criteria.
Clarity and Reasonableness of the Objective

A clearly-articulated objective is a basic ingredient for coercive diplomacy as it allows the coercer to calibrate its efforts and the target to accurately weigh the costs and benefits of compliance and resistance. In the case of Libya in 2003, for instance, the goals were unambiguous: give up your weapons of mass destruction (WMD), cease support for terror, and provide redress for past acts of terror. In Resolution 1970, the goals were also clear. The Security Council demanded the “immediate end to the violence” and called for the Libyan government to undertake “steps to fulfill the legitimate demands of the population.”

Determining the reasonableness of the goal of any coercive effort requires a more case-specific analysis. In Libya in 2003, asking the country to surrender its WMD ambitions and cease its support for terror proved realistic for several reasons. A key driver was that Libya’s economy desperately needed foreign investment, a situation that made demands from the international community a priori more palatable. Regarding WMD, the fact that Libya faced limited existential threats and that other States – such as Brazil, South Africa, Ukraine and others – had given up WMD capabilities and/or programs, further eased the request. And, regarding terrorism, in the post-9/11 world, asking Libya to terminate support was also reasonable.

In the case of Resolution 1970, the stated objective seemed similarly realistic, especially in the context of the Arab Spring. In February 2011, demands that an Arab government cease attacking its citizens and move towards meeting their needs were within the realm of possibility.

In each instance of successful coercive diplomacy, practitioners started from the clearly-stated objective and assessed the best tools to achieve the aim. As such, the 2003 outcome in Libya was the result of “skilled and deft diplomacy” that called to bear unilateral and multilateral measures across the full scope of coercive instruments. The ability for the coercer to change
instruments as the situation evolved – in order to keep the clearly-stated objective in sight and to react to the target’s shifting calculations of risk and cost – was vital to the eventual success.

However, in the 2011 Libya case – as in the 2005 Sudan case – practitioners of coercive diplomacy were hamstrung once the ICC referral was deployed. This is because no matter what the Resolution explicitly states, ICC referrals commit the Security Council to an objective of regime change. Rather than allowing coercers the freedom to assess the best means to achieve their goal, the ICC referral instrument dictates the goal and makes the objective much more difficult to achieve.

The reason referrals implicitly call for regime change stems from both the prosecutorial strategy of international tribunals and the circumstances that have surrounded referrals. Concerning prosecutorial strategy, all post-Cold War international tribunals have been charged with prosecuting those “most responsible” for the crimes under their jurisdiction.24 While the ICC could pursue anyone deemed “most responsible,” it is unlikely to do so. The political expectation of the Court’s backers and the arguable fact that one must be of high rank in order to be “most responsible” for the crimes it deals with has led the ICC to also seek prosecution of only the most senior officials.25

Moreover, in both Sudan and Libya, the context of the referrals was damming to the regime. Each referral was made with explicit reference to alleged crimes of senior leadership. In the case of Sudan, Resolution 1593 took note of a Security Council-commissioned report which concluded that a number of senior government officials “may be responsible” for crimes.26 In Libya, the preamble to Resolution 1970 noted that the Council “deplored…incitement to hostility and violence against the civilian population made from the highest level of government.”27
Consequently, even though the Security Council only referred the “situations” in Sudan and Libya and mentioned neither President al-Bashir nor Colonel Qaddafi, both men could rationally have assumed that it was them, and their senior leadership, who were being “sent to The Hague.” By ordering that their governments submit to the ICC – both referrals were paired with a demand that Sudan and Libya “cooperate fully” with the Court,\(^\text{28}\) which presumably includes extraditing their leaders to the ICC in the likely event of their indictment – the Security Council effectively demanded al-Bashir’s and Qaddafi’s removal from office.

Compelling change in a target State’s government is the most difficult objective for coercive diplomacy to achieve.\(^\text{29}\) Once regime change is pursued, diplomacy becomes a zero-sum engagement and the comparative motivations between the coercer and the coerced – a determinative variable in assessing the perceived costs and benefits posed by coercive diplomacy – changes in favor of the coerced. The motivation of the coerced becomes survival and unless the coercer feels a similar imperative, it is unlikely to win the test of wills no matter the strength of diplomatic efforts.\(^\text{30}\) With regime change as the explicit or implicit objective, it becomes far more likely that the only way a coercer will secure its objective is to engage militarily.

Libya’s prior experience with coercive diplomacy is enlightening. In the lead-up to Libya’s 2003 decision, the U.S. and others repeatedly assured Qaddafi that giving up WMD and providing redress for terrorism would not be a backdoor to his removal. That the international community pursued the more limited objective of “behavior” rather than “regime” change was a strategic choice that many credit with allowing the diplomatic coercion to succeed.\(^\text{31}\)

*Credibility of Threatened Punishment*
Whether a coercive instrument threatens the onset or exacerbation of pain, a coercers’ ability to productively threaten is largely based on whether the target views the threat as genuine. In this regard, an ICC referral is distinct from the traditional tools of coercive diplomacy.

There is no doubt that the Security Council’s demand to institute travel bans, arms embargoes, or asset freezes has teeth. Hundreds of entities (individuals, organizations, and States) have been sanctioned under such programs by the UN, with provisions against malefactors implemented globally by Member States. And, the pain of being targeted is real. Sanctioned countries have been significantly deprived, sanctioned organizations have been bankrupted, and sanctioned individuals have publicly recounted the harms endured due to their listing – inability to provide for family, lost profits, legal fees, and other major encumbrances.

Additionally, the potential for increased pain under these traditional measures is credible. The severity of all of these tools can be, and has often been, increased on both unilateral and multilateral bases. For instance, during the 1990s and into the 2000s, Liberia saw prohibitions expand from an arms embargo, to bans on the export of diamonds and timber, and limitations on the travel of senior leadership. Leading up to its 2003 decision, Libya faced an initial round of UN sanctions, which were strengthened over time; unilateral U.S. sanctions were also increased from limited prohibitions to a near total trade ban.

In contrast, the credibility attached to an ICC referral is more suspect. As an initial matter, while a referral may be tantamount to calling for regime change it is not a statement of case and it does not compel the ICC prosecutor or judges to proceed. The real pain of referral arguably comes if and when the ICC decides to indict an individual, a decision that is not the Security Council’s to make.
Further, even if an indictment could be guaranteed, the actual outcome of an indictment is uncertain. As yet, there are no examples of an ICC indictment arising from a referral forcing an indictee to cease his indictable behavior, let alone to be prosecuted for it. An indictment should, at the very least, compel an indictee to remain in his country so as to avoid arrest; all ICC States-party are theoretically treaty-bound to act on an ICC warrant if an indictee comes into their jurisdiction. However, even in this limited regard, ICC States-party – let alone non-States party – have been reluctant to comply with the Court’s warrants. Since his indictment, for example, President al-Bashir has undertaken several trips abroad – to both States-party and non-States-party; and, even after the referral of Resolution 1970, and the clear likelihood of a Qaddafi indictment, senior officials in State-party Uganda noted Kampala’s willingness to consider offering him asylum.

Finally, it is important to recognize that aiding the ICC in its investigations, let alone pursuing indictees in order to deliver them to the ICC, are both largely beyond the Security Council’s competency. This further weakens the credibility of the instrument.

**Ability of Target to Mitigate Pain**

Long the Achilles’ Heel of coercive diplomacy, the ability for a target to mitigate pain caused by coercive tools can render even the most forceful instruments ineffective. Such mitigation has been seen in many of the traditional coercive tools such as economic sanctions. Targets have undermined prohibitions through various means, ranging from the diversion of sanctioned goods to sophisticated legal chicanery, including the establishment of fronts, the renaming of sanctioned entities, and the use of third countries to re-export goods.

---

*In the case of Libya in 2011 it is true that the three senior officials the ICC indicted (Colonel Qaddafi, Saif Qaddafi, and Abdullah al-Senoussi) ceased their troubling activities in the wake of the indictment; however, it is evident that their change in behavior was linked largely to military, rather than legal, pressures.*
In this regard, one might conclude that an ICC referral, and especially one that results in the indictment of a named individual, is uniquely immune to mitigation. There would seem no way for a named indictee to push his indictment onto others, nor is there a way that an indictee could reorganize his affairs in such a manner that the indictment could be rendered moot. Yet, effective mitigation has remained possible. Some indictees have been successful at dispersing the pain of their indictments by casting their alleged crimes as accusations against the State (or their people). By selling an indictment as a complaint against all, not only can an indictee mitigate personal pain, but he may also be able to repurpose the indictment to provide a platform that increases his standing amongst his people and engage in still more troubling behavior. In Sudan, President al-Bashir successfully cast his indictment as a “neocolonial conspiracy,” and an attack on all Sudanese; this energized many Sudanese into a classic “rally ‘round the flag” frenzy, and helped Bashir to domestically justify his reaction to the indictment: he further imperiled thousands of Darfuris by expelling numerous aid groups that were working in the region, claiming that they too were working to harm Sudan’s sovereignty.

It is not surprising that ICC indictments would lend themselves to this sort of repurposing by indictees. The subject matter of international justice regularly concerns issues related to central elements of statehood and identity – elements in which all citizens hold a stake. Indeed, many citizens may have been involved in, or benefited from, the alleged crimes. In the Balkans, for instance, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former-Yugoslavia (ICTY) indictments concerning Operation Storm, the Croatians’ much-revered 1995 military action that solidified the geography and demography of their modern State, were viewed by the majority of unindicted Croatians as a direct attack on them. The “unvarnished good” that was Operation Storm is a central plank in Croatia’s historical narrative and Croatians felt that questioning it questionned
them all – even though the indictments were limited to three senior generals. The ICTY’s Milosevic trial also saw this closing of ranks. Milosevic’s indictment addressed many crimes that had been ostensibly committed in the name of the “Serb nation” and the indictment was viewed both inside and outside Serbia as implicating the entire State.\textsuperscript{44}

Once a population has been made defensive, it is even less likely that a target State will come into compliance. This effect is a powerful demonstration of the counterintuitive fact that while there may be a point at which a target State will buckle under diplomatic pressure, the addition of further pressure beyond that point may make it harder for a State to bend. Too heavy an approach (such as an ICC referral that implicitly demands regime change and can effectively accuse an entire nation of core malfeasance) can be as unsuccessful as one that is too timid.

\textit{Presence and Credibility of Inducements}

Coercive strategies have been much more effective when coupled with credible inducements. At a minimum, such inducements include the removal of punishments; at best they include the promise of real benefits. Such enticements can allow face-saving by the coerced and make compliance more agreeable.

Inducements were central to the diplomacy surrounding Libya’s 2003 WMD and terrorism renunciations. At each step the international community and individual States granted concessions: UN sanctions were suspended following the surrender of the Pan Am 103 suspects; diplomatic relations with Britain were restored after Libya provided redress for the death of a British policewoman; and, the U.S. lifted its sanctions once the WMD agreement was finalized.\textsuperscript{45}

In Resolution 1970, the UN included the potential for some weak inducements. The Security Council pledged that it was “prepared to review the…measures contained in the
resolution” leaving open the possibility for “the…modification, suspension or lifting of the measures.” The credibility of these inducements with respect to traditional coercive tools is evident. Not only has Libya had direct experience with the viability of such carrots, but also scores of entities have been removed from sanctions lists, and the UN itself has altered and even ended more than a dozen sanctions program when circumstances no longer warranted prohibitions.

After an ICC referral, the possibility for such inducements, let alone a complete removal of the sanction, is very limited. The sole inducement the Security Council appears to offer with respect to the referral is noted in the preambles to both its Sudan and Libya referrals. The texts reference Article 16 of the ICC statute which provides that the Security Council can request ICC investigations and prosecutions be delayed for a renewable period of 12 months. Although unstated, presumably the Security Council could invoke Article 16 if either Sudan or Libya came into compliance. The Council sheds no light on what other inducements it may consider to ameliorate the sting of the referral.

However, an Article 16 deferral has neither the quality nor credibility of a true inducement. It is doubtful that a renewable 12 month deferral is sufficiently attractive to indictees to encourage compliance. In the case of Uganda, for instance, some have proposed that an Article 16 deferral should be granted to cajole at-large ICC-indictee Joseph Kony out of the bush. However, many observers have concluded that having such a Sword of Damocles swinging over Kony every 12 months would be insufficient to alter his behavior.

Moreover, the Security Council’s appetite for and ability to invoke Article 16 are uncertain. As an initial matter, deferral requests are to be provided in a Chapter VII resolution which implies that the Security Council concludes that deferral is in the interest of international
peace and security. Even if that threshold is surmounted, deferrals are highly contentious. It would enrage many States-party and dozens of non-governmental activists who are concerned about Security Council interference with the ICC and who militated strongly against Article 16 when the ICC Statute was being drafted and have continued to do so ever since. Critics have claimed that such deferrals would weaken the Court’s independence – all the more so if the deferral concerned a situation that the Security Council had initially referred. In such a case, the Security Council’s control of the Court would appear near complete.

Finally, because no Article 16 deferral has ever been approved for an ICC case – despite requests by some parties that the Security Council do so – there is no track record to provide targets comfort nor is there any clarity regarding what a deferral would actually mean. Plainly, an indictment would not disappear under an Article 16 deferral, and any of the further means to withdraw charges or otherwise suspend proceedings – such as the ICC Prosecutor deciding that “the interests of justice” mandate suspension – are manifestly not in the Security Council’s power.

Degree of International Support

The power of coercive diplomacy is depleted if a target is able to exploit weaknesses in the coercive net. To this end, it has become critical for the effectiveness of most coercive tools that they be implemented multilaterally to ensure that the prohibition imposed by one jurisdiction is not overcome by an absent prohibition elsewhere.

In the case of Resolution 1970 regarding Libya, the imprimatur of a unanimous UN is unequivocal with respect to the arms embargo, travel ban, and asset freeze. In contrast, in both the Sudan and Libya cases, the ICC referral has been a much more cabined demand. Unlike the
broad, usually unquestioned support for traditional tools of coercion, targets know that three of the permanent members of the Security Council and several other major States are not members of the ICC (and such States have noted, in varying degrees, their aversion to the Court even in the midst of approving the referrals\textsuperscript{59}). This equivocation regarding the Court is reflected in a weaker imposition of referrals as compared with the other coercive measures.

For instance, referrals have come with the explicit exemption of certain entities from the ICC’s purview – according to Resolutions 1970 and 1593 respectively, crimes committed by nationals from outside Libya and Sudan whose home States are not party to the ICC and who are engaging in operations in Libya or Sudan under UN authority, do not fall under ICC jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{60} No matter the egregiousness of the acts of peacekeepers, for instance – some of whom have in the past committed outrageous atrocities while on UN missions\textsuperscript{61} – and no matter that some question whether the this exemption is consistent with the ICC Statute,\textsuperscript{62} the Court will have no power to judge their crimes. In comparison, no parties are exempted from the requirement to impose an arms embargo, asset freeze, or travel ban.

Additionally, in a concession to ICC non-States-party, the Security Council clarified for both referrals that none of the expenses incurred by the ICC in furtherance of the referrals are to be “borne by the United Nations.”\textsuperscript{63} Though the Security Council similarly does not pay for the domestic implementation of other tools of coercive diplomacy – States must independently fund implementation of Security Council-mandated arms embargoes, for example – other coercive measures can be implemented with comparatively minimal cost. It is a different matter when the UN “leases” the already cash-strapped ICC to undertake a task that is likely to be vastly expensive.\textsuperscript{64} The Darfur case alone could cost “hundreds of millions of dollars”; the total ICC budget for FY2012 is $170 million.\textsuperscript{65} Even if this refusal to bear costs was not legally dubious –
some claim that it is\textsuperscript{66} – the Security Council’s denying support to the ICC for its own referral negatively impacts the Court, further reveals the weakness of international support for the body, and diminishes the referral as a coercive tool.

As a consequence, the Security Council’s language in its referrals has been much less forceful than when it has instituted other tools of coercion. In the case of traditional coercive efforts, the Security Council relies on the language of legal compulsion “deciding” that Member States will immediately impose certain sanctions. Even though the Security Council has used the same language in “deciding” to refer situations to the Court, the Council has used the much softer language of “urging” States to cooperate with the ICC. “Decide” imparts an enforceable imperative, “urge” does not. State cooperation is the ICC’s lifeblood, without which no prosecution can occur. The Council’s refusal to “decide” that States must cooperate\textsuperscript{67} – going out of its way in both referrals to recognize that non-States parties to the ICC “have no obligation under the [ICC] Statute”\textsuperscript{68} – further weakens the coercive impact of the referral.

A Way Forward?

Even if the referrals did not cause the failures, the lack of success the Security Council has had in achieving its chosen diplomatic aims after it has promulgated an ICC referral is to be expected. For the reasons noted above, deploying international justice for diplomatic gain is often unproductive, or even counter-productive to achieving the desired diplomatic goals and may increase the likelihood of forcing military engagement.

This does not imply that the referrals have had no positive outcome. For example, even if referrals failed to coerce a targeted entity, they may have influenced, and perhaps coerced, others.\textsuperscript{69} It is possible that the specter of a judicial comeuppance in Resolution 1970 induced
some Libyan leaders to reassess their attachment to the regime and perhaps even to defect. Or, the expectation that the Security Council will continue to deploy ICC referrals may result in decision makers in other States opting against replicating Qaddafi’s brutality.

While these positive outcomes may exist, they are very difficult to demonstrate empirically. It is, however, evident that there are significant limits and risks to using international justice as a coercive tool. Consequently, the question is whether there is a way to extract any of the potential benefits of invoking justice as a coercive measure while avoiding the detriments.

One way to do so involves calling on domestic justice, rather than the ICC. The Council could “decide” under Chapter VII that Member States will work with a State to make sure that it will receive appropriate legal redress for whatever crimes are committed. From the perspective of coercive diplomacy, domestic justice is a superior tool to international justice, more credible, more flexible, more able to provide real inducements, and less susceptible to mitigation.

Regarding credibility, the threat of ICC justice suffers credibility concerns for a host of reasons including the fact that the “promise” of international justice remains abstract, a geographically and intellectually removed reality. In contrast, local, domestic justice is understood and tangible, even in the most lawless dictatorships.

Local justice is also more flexible than international justice, allowing the coercer to more powerfully calibrate the correct type and amount of pain. For instance, unlike the ICC, local authorities have potentially unlimited prosecutorial and judicial discretion, and can opt to focus on particular crimes at particular times, or withdraw or alter indictments, depending upon on how a target behaves. They are not bound by temporal limitations, ICC procedure, or the interface between the Security Council and the Court. In short, in domestic proceedings, coercers enjoy
credibility on both sides: the threat to impose pain and the potential of lifting pain. Contrarily, once it has ordered an ICC referral, the Security Council cedes its ability to increase the pain (via indictment) or ameliorate the pain (via a refusal to prosecute) to an entity over which it has limited authority.

Local judicial solutions can even calibrate the type of case that is to be pursued. For example, domestic prosecutions could pursue civil remedies – seeking redress for financial crimes that all too often accompany more serious criminal infractions. While there is no standing international judicial capacity for adjudicating civil harms, there is no reason the UN could not mandate that Member States help a jurisdiction find both criminal and civil redress. The benefit of civil cases is not only that they are often immediately credible – they are usually easier to establish and can potentially be pursued during a conflict (as they often concern assets held abroad) – but also that they can serve to both punish the indictee “where it hurts” and further sap his support. Citizens may not countenance that their leader engaged in war crimes; however, “the same people will be far less patient with a leader who is charged with corruption and fraud.” If successful, such cases may “extinguish” whatever remains of the popular support of the leaders, and may allow the subsequent pursuit of more serious criminal charges.

This relates to the fact that it is far more difficult for an indictee under domestic justice to mitigate the impact of such an action by claiming that the charge is actually being leveled against the entire State. In the case of Milosevic, for instance, though Serb nationalists were upset when he was imprisoned and charged under domestic authorities with abuse of power before his transfer to the ICTY, there was little talk of the Belgrade indictments accusing all Serbs of these crimes. It was only once The Hague indictments were acted upon that many Serbs felt judicially attacked.
Additional Benefits – Complementarity and Subsidiarity

Far from subverting international justice, a focus on local solutions supports the international judicial endeavor by making complementarity – a central building block of the ICC – an internationally-supported end. Complementarity is enshrined in Article 17 of the ICC Statute and provides that the Court will only assume jurisdiction if a domestic system cannot or will not engage in prosecutions. Many scholars have argued that if complementarity is to have any meaning, it implies that the international community must pursue an “active complementarity” helping States develop their own capacities.

Bringing the focus of resolution back to the locality not only furthers complementarity, but also supports another core value of the UN and one that is critical in the context of post-conflict States: subsidiarity. Dubbed a “most basic principle” of the UN, subsidiarity holds that, as a general matter the international community ought to act only when tasks cannot be accomplished by Member States themselves. Subsidiarity does not ask the international community to abdicate any role; rather, subsidiarity suggests that the international community limit its action to those instances in which multilateral actions have a comparative advantage over individual Member State actions. This is the case with the traditional tools of coercive diplomacy, such as arms embargoes, travel bans, and asset freezes. As noted, no State acting on its own, or even with other States, could adequately implement global prohibitions on target States. Such sanctions are only effective if universal and the UN is uniquely positioned to demand and coordinate such instruments.

The same is not true for providing justice. Apart from the prospects for domestic justice, even in the narrower context of ICC referrals, individual States, including non States-party like
Libya and Sudan, do not require the Security Council to refer matters for them. Under Article 12(3) of the ICC Statute, a non-State party can lodge a declaration with the ICC accepting the Court’s jurisdiction over a matter. Though challenging in the context of Sudan, in Libya by summer 2011 much of the global community had come to recognize the anti-Qaddafi forces as the legitimate Libyan government. As the recognized representatives of the State, they could have lodged a request with the Court or quickly acceded to the treaty itself if they had desired.

A commitment to subsidiarity is especially critical in post-conflict States. Helping States emerge from crises and rebuild institutions is imperative. Allowing States to take the lead in doing so, and providing multilateral assistance as required – in justice and otherwise – is both a cost-effective strategy and one that has arguably seen more success than the top-down approaches practiced in many post-conflict situations.

In the context of the fight for Libya in 2011, the international community recognized the importance of aspects of subsidiarity. Acting through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization the international community provided determinative military support to the effort but was careful to limit its engagement such that it was the Libyan people themselves who were responsible for ousting the regime. It was thought critical to a post-Qaddafi Libya that the revolution was truly domestic in origin and prosecution. It is unclear why the international community did not follow this dictum with regard to the pursuit of justice. It is equally important for the Libyan people to engage in a moral reckoning with their past – via domestically addressing the wrongs of the Qaddafi regime – and to be empowered by the international community to that end.

Conclusion
International justice remains nascent; twenty years after its reemergence, diplomats, as much as lawyers, are still assessing what it means, how it changes the rules, and how it should be used. Though the novelty of the system counsels prudence, given the attraction of coercive diplomacy and the limited number of other coercive tools the international community has at its disposal, ICC referrals are understandably appealing to the Security Council. However, this chapter posits that deploying ICC referrals poses risks to whatever underlying diplomatic objectives the international community pursues. Such risks flow to more than just diplomatic goals – in as much as referrals fail to result in prosecutions they can weaken the standing of the Security Council. And, regardless the judicial outcome, the Council’s seeming control over the ICC could injure the Court’s standing as well. Additionally, an abundance of referrals could degrade core values of international justice (complementarity) and the UN itself (subsidiarity).

In taking up its role as an instrument of coercive diplomacy, the ICC referral has become a centerpiece in the debate over “peace versus justice.” As seen in Sudan, Uganda, and elsewhere, the pursuit of international justice may at times at least seem to impede the simultaneous pursuit of peace.81 However, if domestic rather than international justice becomes the goal, peace and justice become more clearly parallel rather than potentially contrary aims. The alchemy of using the threat of domestic proceedings in coercive diplomacy is that such threats cannot only be stronger and more credible than threats of international justice, but also less divisive and less likely to exacerbate conditions in an ongoing conflict or cause the over-reaction seen in response to international justice.

No tool of coercive diplomacy is a panacea. Much as with the traditional instruments of embargoes, asset freezes and travel bans, invoking domestic justice in coercive efforts may fail more often than succeed. However, for an international community hungry for more coercive
instruments and eager for tools that provide lasting, collateral benefits, invoking domestic justice is more propitious than relying on ICC referrals. It provides a better chance of delivering diplomatic goals, while aiding in securing the peace and justice beleaguered populations deserve.
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